Foundation Stage Homework Timetable
Week 6
11/05/20

Monday

Subjects and Tasks
Remember to keep writing your journal about the things that you have been
doing at home. Your parents can help you. You could try writing some words, a
sentence or you could draw some pictures.
Read, Write Inc.
Throughout the week continue to practise the following –
 Set 1 and 2 speed sounds
 Using ‘Fred talk’ to read a selection of words (1.1 -1.7).
 Reading a variety of fiction and non-fiction texts to your child
 Letter formation and using the correct pencil grip - remember to use the
Read, Write Inc. handwriting phrases.
 Reading and writing simple sentences using a capital letter, finger gaps and
a full stop. Can you read the sentence that you have written?
Literacy Task- Holidays, Boats and Under the Sea - Can you… share the story, ‘Mr.Gumpy’s Outing’ by John Burningham. Available by
clicking on the following link –
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mi_DV_DWN8M
What happened in the story? Think about the beginning, middle and end of the
story? Who was the main character, what did he do? Think about the animals in the
story and write a sentence about what they did. Remember to use a capital letter,
finger gaps and a full stop. (For example - The goat kicked. The chickens flapped.
The rabbit hopped.)

Tuesday

Maths Task – Doubling -Can you… paint a picture of a butterfly? Put some spots on one of the wings. How
many spots did you paint on the wing? Fold the butterfly in half. Open the page
again. Your child will notice the same amount of spots has been printed on the
other wing. How many spots can you see altogether now?
Speak to your child about how the number gets bigger and we have added the
same number. This is called doubling. You can write down the different additions
that you have made. For example, 1+1=2, 2+2=4, 3+3=6…
Literacy Task- Holidays, Boats and Under the Sea - Can you… remind yourself about the story, ‘Mr.Gumpy’s Outing’ by John
Burningham. Available by clicking on the following link –
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mi_DV_DWN8M
Can you try to make your own boat using materials that you have in your house?
Think about materials that would float or sink. Which material would be the best to
use to keep your boat afloat? You could even try the paper boat activity. (Refer to
making a boat sheet).
Maths Task- Sharing -Can you… share some items with your teddies, dollies or action figures at home?
You could share out items such as buttons, pasta, pebbles, stones, fruit, sweet
treats (anything that you can find in your home!). How can we share out the items
so all our teddies/dollies have the same amount? We could try saying, ‘1 for me, 1

for you’. How many items did you have to share out at the beginning? How many
items does each teddy/doll have? Has each teddy/doll got the same amount?
Wednesday
Literacy Task- Holidays, Boats and Under the Sea –
-Can you… share the story, ‘Who Sank the Boat’ by Pamela Allen. Available by
clicking on the following link - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C_cYb9RHKUQ
Do you know who sank the boat? Can you draw the animals in the story and label
your picture?
Maths Task- Finding half -We will explore finding half and what this means.
If you have some pizza, apples or cake in your home you can show your child how
to cut it in ‘half’. This means that when we have cut the food item in half that we
both have the same amount (equal parts). This makes it fair.
Thursday
Literacy Task- Holidays, Boats and Under the Sea -Can you… share the story, ‘Mrs Armitage and the Big Wave’ by Quentin Blake.
Available by clicking on the following link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jWVOYo4oq8I
What happened when Mrs Armitage went to the beach? Can you research what
you can see when you visit the beach? Can you write a list of things that you would
need to take with you for a visit to the beach? Remember to use your ‘Fred Fingers’
to help you to write your list.
Maths – Finding half -Can you… help the queen bee put half of the bees on to each flower? (Refer to
halving sheet).
Friday
Literacy Task— Prior Learning – life cycles
-Can you… research some facts about butterflies? What information did you find?
Can you write your findings on the butterfly fact sheet? (Refer to the butterfly fact
file sheet). Now you know some information about the butterflies can you complete
the lifecycle of a butterfly? (Refer to the butterfly cycle sheet).
Maths – Finding half The lady bird has lost her spots! Can you… put half of the spots on each wing and
complete the number sentence? (Refer to halving sheet 2).
Have fun completing the activities and stay safe – remember just complete as much as you can and
encourage your child to read to you each day.
Thank you for uploading your child’s home learning to the ClassDojo. It has been so lovely to
see the children’s videos and photographs of their work. Please message us if you need any
support with any of the home learning – we are happy to help. Also, message us if you would
just like to say hi!
We also hope that you are enjoying the daily story videos from the Foundation Stage staff.
Take care,
Miss Barry and Mrs Orton

